Future Education's

NQT GUIDE
Our ultimate guide to help
you kick start your future.

You're on your way!
First of all if you are reading this congratulations? You are firmly on your way to becoming a
teacher, a position that is held in high esteem around the world.

Becoming a teacher is one of the most exciting times in your career but it can also be nerveracking. There's a lot to organise, a lot to think about and importantly, quite a bit to do to
ensure you find a job. With this guide you will be armed with the tools you need to make a
positive start to your job search.

This guide includes hints and
tips regarding...
Finding and applying for vacancies
CV Writing
The Interview Process
Trials and Lesson prep
Thriving in your 1st year

FINDING AND APPLYING FOR JOBS
Once you graduate there are so many options available to you that it can be overwhelming and hard to know where to begin. The task ahead
doesn't need to be so daunting, just remember there are 3 main routes to help you on your way to building a career as a teacher; A permanent
teaching post, a temporary teaching post and supply teaching.

HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT JOB
REGISTER WITH A TEACHING AGENCY

SEARCH THROUGH ONLINE JOB
BOARDS

CONTACT LOCAL SCHOOLS

Recruitment agencies are becoming

Teaching jobs are advertised in a variety

Contact your local schools for positions

of different ways. Some schools recruit

that are available. You can also use your

increasingly popular for placing NQT
vacancies. Agencies provide valuable

directly or use pool applications, others
use teacher registration schemes and

insider advice, tips and access to

databases. We post all of our jobs directly

exclusive job listings. Agencies do all the

onto our website and onto popular job

legwork so that you can focus on being

boards; Reed, CV Library and Indeed. To

the best teacher you can be.

maximise your search make sure you cover
all basis and apply via different avenues.

JOB SEARCH: DO'S AND DONT'S
DO

DON'T

DON'T

Just rely on submitting

Highlight that you are

your CV's to applications.

Forget to keep your

an NQT. Some

Call up places and

CV updated during

schools love NQT's

register with multiple

your job search with

because you have

agencies to give

fresh new ideas.

yourself the best
chance.

any relevant
experience.

local authorities website to search local
schools positions. Other useful sites
where you can source a new teaching
role include teaching boards such as
TES.

CV WRITING
It's hard to write a powerful CV when you are just starting but if you know what the industry looks for you will come out on top
everytime. Just listing your previous responsibilities might not be enough to make you stand out, so we asked our consultants for their
top CV writing tips.

Include a personal statement at the very top. This is your big
chance to sell yourself by explaining in your own words why
you are applying for the role, your experience and
stratergies, your thoughts on education and your passions.
Use this space to sell skills that otherwise wouldn't be
mentioned in your work history like creativity for lesson

Remember to include your
experience in exams, monitoring,
assessing and reporting pupil
attainment if you have any. Also
Ofsted exposure is great to
include.

plans.

Check your spelling and don't rely on spellcheckers as often

Be consisent with your layout

they tend to go for the american spelling. Also they don't

and design your CV in a way

catch things like sentance structure and flow so get

that's easy to read. A good

somebody to read through your CV before hand. That is

practise is to see if your CV

why recruitment consultants are so handy to support you on
your job search.

passes the 6 second skim
test.

LAYOUT IS IMPORTANT!
Maximum use 2 pages of A4. We like to use font size 11 and our perfect layout would be; Contact details, Personal statement with key
skills, Qualifications, Work History (If you were not an NQT career history should come first followed by qualifications), Other experience,
Achievements and finally references.

INTERVIEW TIPS

APPLICATION TRICKS
1. Prepare
When you are applying for multiple jobs it can be very
tempting to copy and paste emails, application notes and
send the same CV. It's important to remember every school is

Research the school before you interview. Look at their website,
values, mission statement, Ofsted reports and they're news. Check
your travel route before hand and always prepare a couple of
questions about the role and school.

different and so is every teaching opportunity, so why would
you have the same answers? A majority will be the same as it

2. Make it personal

is about you and your experience but don't forget to tailor your

Check the job and person specifications and make a list of the

application to show you can support the school as they need.

essential and desirable qualities they are looking for. The school's
looking for these in particular during your interview so reference

Try to tweak and rewrite your personal statement on your CV
to make the first thing the school reads applicable to their
environment and that particular position.

them and relate the qualities back to your experience.

3. Keep calm
Sometimes you will be interviewed by a panel
trying to be difficult on purpose. Don't let that
put you off by this. They're testing your

COMMON INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

robustness.

4. Take a tour
What made you want to become a teacher?

If your offered a guided tour take it. Think

How do you approach dealing with a class of children

of it as a pre-interview. Show interest,

who refuse to respect you?
How do you schedule your marking work?
How would you handle a disagreement with a parent
about a child's progress?
How would you embody the ethos of the school?
How do you keep up with developments in the world of
education?

ask questions and try to interact when
there is an opportunity. It's a good
way for you to see the
environment you'll
be working in.

TRIALLING AND LESSON PLANNING
Interviews often come with the requirement to deliver a lesson. You should be prepared to be in the school for a majority of the day if
that is the case as you'll interview, tour and teach and "interview lesson". Over on our website we have a variety of lesson plan
templates to help you out along with a few tips below.

Read the brief. You are likely to be
given a subject and a learning
objective to teach and a time limit. It

Think outside the box: think of ways

is important to stick to these. If you’re

to bring the learning objective to life.

given a free rein, choose something

Creativity is nearly always

that plays to your strengths and lets

appreciated.

your passion for the subject shine

Show progress. This is hard to do in a
20-minute lesson, but using careful
questioning or asking pupils what
they have learnt and writing their
responses on the board should do it.

through.

Be reflective and be prepared to
talk about what went well (and
what didn’t) in your interview. Don’t
panic if the lesson went badly – your
response to that and how you say
you’d follow it up can still make a
great impression.

Demonstrate rapport. Your ability to
Keep it simple. You need to be able

build relationships with pupils will be

to set up and clear away quickly.

scrutinised, so talk with the students

You’ll also need to bring your own

rather than at them. Memorising a

resources with you, so don’t

couple of names at the start and using

overcomplicate things.

them throughout gives the pupils, and
the panel, the impression that you’re
building relationships already.

Visit: https://www.futureeducation.co.uk/resources-for-teachers for the templates.

